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Manufacturing Company has for several years followed a policy

aimed at decreasing operating costs and improving the efficiency of

its distribution system.(A) aimed at decreasing operating costs and

improving(B) aimed at the decreasing of operating costs and to

improve(C) aiming at the decreasing of operating costs and

improving(D) the aim of which is the decreasing of operating costs

and improving(E) with the aim to decrease operating costs and to

improve2. The Federalist papers, a strong defense of the United

States Constitution and important as a body of work in political

science as well, represents the handiwork of three different

authors.(A) and important as a body of work in political science as

well, represents(B) as well as an important body of work in political

science, represent(C) and also a body of work of importance in

political science is representing(D) an important body of work in

political science and has been representative of(E) and as political

science an important body of work too, represent3. Although the

term “psychopath” is popularly applied to an especially brutal

criminal, in psychology it is someone who is apparently incapable of

feeling compassion or the pangs of conscience.(A) it is someone who

is(B) it is a person(C) they are people who are(D) it refers to

someone who is(E) it is in reference to people4. A representative of

the Women’s Bureau of the United States Department of Labor



contends that employers who offer benefits which permit that

employees can balance home and work responsibilities better,

realizing gains in attendance, recruiting, and retention.(A) which

permit that employees can balance home and work responsibilities

better, realizing(B) which permit employees balancing home and

work responsibilities better will realize(C) that permit employees to

balance the responsibilities of home and work better will realize(D)

that permit employees a better balance between the responsibilities of

home and work, thus realizing(E) such that employees are permitted

a balance between home and work responsibilities, and they will

realize5. Parliament did not accord full refugee benefits to twelve of

the recent immigrants because it believed that to do it rewards them

for entering the country illegally.(A) to do it rewards(B) doing it

rewards(C) to do this would reward(D) doing so would reward(E)

to do it would reward6. Many policy experts say that shifting a

portion of health-benefit costs back to the workers helps to control

the employer’s costs, but also helps to limit medical spending by

making patients more careful consumers.(A) helps to control the

employer’s costs, but also helps(B) helps the control of the

employer’s costs, and also(C) not only helps to control the

employer’s costs, but also helps(D) helps to control not only the

employer’s costs, but(E) not only helps to control the employer’s

costs, and also helps7. The plot of The Bostonians centers on the

rivalry between Olive Chancellor, an active feminist, with her

charming and cynical cousin, Basil Ransom, when they find

themselves drawn to the same radiant young woman whose talent for



public speaking has won her an ardent following.(A) rivalry between

Olive Chancellor, an active feminist, with her charming and cynical

cousin, Basil Ransom(B) rivals Olive Chancellor, an active feminist,

against her charming and cynical cousin, Basil Ransom(C) rivalry

that develops between Olive Chancellor, an active feminist, and Basil

Ransom, her charming and cynical cousin(D) developing rivalry

between Olive Chancellor, an active feminist, with Basil Ransom, her

charming and cynical cousin(E) active feminist, Olive Chancellor,

and the rivalry with her charming and cynical cousin Basil Ransom8.

Despite protests from some waste-disposal companies, state health

officials have ordered the levels of bacteria in seawater at popular

beaches to be measured and that the results be published.(A) the

levels of bacteria in seawater at popular beaches to be measured and

that the results be(B) that seawater at popular beaches should be

measured for their levels of bacteria, with the results being(C) the

measure of levels of bacteria in seawater at popular beaches and the

results to be(D) seawater measured at popular beaches for levels of

bacteria, with their results(E) that the levels of bacteria in seawater at

popular beaches be measured and the results9. While larger banks

can afford to maintain their own data-processing operations, many

smaller regional and community banks are finding that the cost

associated with upgrading data-processing equipment and with the

development and maintenance of new products and technical staff

are prohibitive.(A) cost associated with(B) costs associated with(C)

costs arising from(D) cost of(E) costs of10. For almost a hundred

years after having its beginning in 1788, England exiled some 160,000



criminals to Australia.(A) For almost a hundred years after having its

beginning in 1788(B) Beginning in 1788 for a period of a hundred

years(C) Beginning a period of almost a hundred years, in 1788(D)

During a hundred years, a period beginning in 1788(E) Over a

period of a hundred years beginning in 178811. Eating saltwater fish

may significantly reduce the risk of heart attacks and also aid for

sufferers of rheumatoid arthritis and asthma, according to three

research studies published in the New England Journal of

Medicine.(A) significantly reduce the risk of heart attacks and also

aid for(B) be significant in reducing the risk of heart attacks and aid

for(C) significantly reduce the risk of heart attacks and aid(D) cause

a significant reduction in the risk of heart attacks and aid to(E)

significantly reduce the risk of heart attacks as well as aiding12. By a

vote of 9 to 0, the Supreme Court awarded the Central Intelligence

Agency broad discretionary powers enabling it to withhold from the

public the identities of its sources of intelligence information.(A)

enabling it to withhold from the public(B) for it to withhold from the

public(C) for withholding disclosure to the public of(D) that enable

them to withhold from public disclosure(E) that they can withhold

public disclosure of13. As business grows more complex, students

majoring in specialized areas like those of finance and marketing

have been becoming increasingly successful in the job market.(A)

majoring in specialized areas like those of finance and marketing

have been becoming increasingly(B) who major in such specialized

areas as finance and marketing are becoming more and more(C)

who majored in specialized areas such as those of finance and



marketing are being increasingly(D) who major in specialized areas

like those of finance and marketing have been becoming more and

more(E) having majored in such specialized areas as finance and

marketing are being increasingly 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考
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